INTRODUCTION :
Interpolation is a technique of estimating In case of the interpolation by the existing formulae, the value of the dependent variable corresponding to each value of the independent variable is to be computed afresh from the used formula putting the value of the independent variable in it. That is if it is wanted to interpolate the values of the dependent variable corresponding to a number of values of the independent variable by a suitable existing interpolation formula, it is required to apply the formula for each value separately and thus the numerical computation of the value of the dependent variable based on the given data are to be performed in each of the cases. In order to get rid of these repeated numerical computations from the given data, one can think of an approach which consists of the representation of the given numerical data by a 
Representation of Numerical Data by
Polynomial Curve:
By algebraic expansion, one can obtain that 
Now, Lagranges interpolation formula, described by equation (2.1) can be expressed as
The expression (3.1) can be written as
where + ( This is the required formula for representation of numerical data by a polynomial curve.
An Example of Application of the Formula:
The following table shows the data on total population of India corresponding to the years: 
CONCLUSIONS:
The formula described by equation (3.4) can be used to represent a given set of numerical data on a pair of variables, by a polynomial.
The degree of the polynomial is one less than the number of pairs of observations.
The polynomial that represents the given set of numerical data can be used for interpolation at any position of the independent variable lying within its two extreme values.
The approach of interpolation, described here, can be suitably applied in inverse interpolation also.
